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s in a spread on Manolo Blahnik shoes. Included in these are eating disorders, postpartum
depression, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). You may have wondered why, because
fashion trends don’t normally persist such a long time. One little-suspected area of the solution
is this: Corsets alleviate struggling—for a lot of.This benefit isn't just structural.or sometimes
merely seeing that a more patient-acceptable option to a back again brace.s unglamorous.
Some hard-to-treat and debilitating psychological disorders can be alleviated.t inclined to take it
up—it will be want mentioning Dr. Scholl’There’The number of wearers who benefit is small and
quiet but ever-growing, in step with an increasing medical recognition of corsetry’s positive role
in otherwise-intractable instances— You have likely not heard about therapeutic corsetry because
it’ This publication contains testimony from 101 of these, most of whom had attempted other
remedies. Magazines aren’s been a resurgence of corset putting on previously 30 years. The
corset-wearers quoted herein say they encounter something similar: a friendly embrace or
useful hug that facilitates and solaces them.Deep touch pressure therapy,” a term coined by
Temple Grandin over 40 years back, describes the calm connected with softly squeezing or
swaddling the body. Originally created to relaxed cattle, deep pressure therapy is currently
broadly accepted as a non-invasive remedy to soothe and calm children with autism by means
of weighted vests and blankets. Today, many adults with autism, depression, and anxiousness
disorders attest that a corset provides a discreet, lightweight, and autonomously managed
embrace.“
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Five Stars Especially liked the narratives from all of the sources. My look at has definitely shifted
because of how well researched this reserve is - I'm pleased there are many references listed to
look up if a person wish to research the topic more. Lucy did so very much to debunk the myths
which have encircled the corset community for a long time. about how this pushed their organs
out of position, produced them faint a whole lot, and prevented them from moving therefore
much. Or you will associate a corset with punk or scifi or historic re-enactments.But after
scanning this book, you'll get a different idea approximately corsets: Wonder Girl! Those were
(and are) worn by males in the past, to safeguard their bodies and also to hold the fat of their
weapons and and armor. For them, the corset is usually a little bit of body armor, giving support
and safety in both a physical and an emotional method. You will hear the stories of females who
escaped major damage from auto accidents, or who recovered from spinal harm, by using a
corset. Additionally, you will hear about how ladies have transformed their self-image because
now they stand tall and solid.The "Wonder Woman" image isn't just metaphorical. Easy Read We
wasn't sure I'd be into this book moving in, but I do love everything corsets, therefore i gave it a
read. Seriously, these are personal tales from women wearing corsets. Wrestlers and furniture
movers use belts that utilize the same principle. It makes the warrior look even more awesome,
but it also does the necessary work to protect the individual.I've been putting on these for a few
years myself, and I cannot believe the difference it creates in my body. Personally i think about
20 years younger just placing mine on and I can do a lot more physical labor. The stories are
pretty short, plus some left me wanting more.!Greatest written info on corseting! like shoes, suit
is everything. Compilation of informative, touching, uplifting personal encounters by a great
variety of people Just to be clear: I am the wife but I bought the book using my husbands
primary account. They are stories of power and you will find convenience as you proceed
through your own challenges, whether or not you ever use one yourself. Real corset stories by
true people! A must-read for all with chronic illnesses! Corseting transformed my life. I’ve got a
few chronic conditions that I partially manage with custom made corsets, made designed for me
and my needs. We don’t know why We waited so long to read this I admit that We cried a fair
quantity whilst reading all the beautiful personal narratives which are contained in this book.
Bonus!. It’s very nice to read these inspiring tales of others which have got dramatic and positive
experiences with corseting too!! Corseting is NOT just a fetish matter or for those desperate to
emulate the Kardashians. The book is really inspiring and an excellent tool when other folks try
to find out more about the effects of putting on a corset. It is real life stories from genuine
people that are actual corset wearers.. Anxiety, chronic discomfort, irritable bowel, weight
reduction you name it, ect. it is covered. Corsets are a tool, not really a crutch, that a lot of
people, myself included, that have been provided their life back by way of a well made little bit of
clothing. This book contains so much info, that previous generations knew all along about
corsets. Many thanks for compiling this prosperity of information in a single stunning book.
Essential read! Dispels all of the horrible myths and detrimental biases about corseting.
Insightful and hopeful, bringing to light information that could be enormously good for many I'm
grateful that such shifting, detailed personal stories about corset wearing were collected to
create this book. Before reading it, I acquired no proven fact that corsets have helped many
people with their physical and emotional health. not only random flukes..Read the book even
though. I loved reading all of the different tales of a lot of people, all with different known
reasons for putting on corsets, from medical to re-enactment. I'd love to know more of the corset-
wearers' stories I wish the items were a little longer. Corsets: what you ought to know, and for
which purpose. Because these are real life people's encounters with corsets it gives you a good



idea of what it actually means to be wearing one. And it trashes lots of pre-conceived views and
unfounded myths about corsets. Wellbeing queries answered, after consulting my doctor. Each
story is filled with information on personal growth and discovery that leads you to wanting more.
I highly recommend this to anyone wanting to know more about people's choices to put on
corsets or to become uplifted by others and their personal journeys. The author is an amazing
one who took great care in selecting all the books tales and publishing it for the pleasure of
others. The celebrity playing Wonder Female is wearing a battle-corset of sorts in the film. It is
important to get one that fits correctly . It really is true which can be a bit repetitive with similar
tales, but I loved that in ways, because it showed that many people have these shared
experiences of feeling the 'secure hug' of a corset or having them help with medical issues, etc.
I'm not a regular corset wearer (yet) partly because I, like many people, recognized the oft-
repeated warnings about corsets being harmful. Corsets explained accessibly by everday people
Superb intro to corset-sporting and waist-training by genuine people with a good amount of
examples. Tales are presented in a clear an organized fashion, with helpful links. Recommend to
anyone interested in personal narratives about the corseted knowledge. Very inspiring book, It
is rather helpful when people asks approximately the consequences of corsetting. I like that the
writer (who's an expert on the topic) took enough time to assemble stories from people
worldwide instead of relying solely on the experience. Finally real information, not only myths
reiterated This book contains information that is long overdue. The plus side is that I appear
better too, which means Personally i think batter about myself!Aside from the multitude of
different requirements and approaches to corsets a single common thread came through: if you
like corsets or wish to try putting on them and you also finally obtain a decent quality one with a
good fit it's amazing! Nice, but repetitive Many of the stories are inspirational, but this book is a
bit repetitive and and after awhile you feel as if you are reading the same short story once more
with the brands changed. But it's an excellent book and it cemented my decision to get a corset
of my very own, which arrives at the finish of the month. I truly appreciate that Ms. Williams got
enough time to collect all these tales and place them out in to the world.Prepare to possess your
stereotypes destroyed You'll often find out about how those poor Victorian women had been
abused when you are forced to wear corsets .Some of the tales are truly fascinating. Great info,
many questions answered. Wonderful assortment of stories This book is an amazing
assortment of stories about people and their journey through corsetry.. I'd want to know more of
the corset-wearers' tales. For me, going even more in-depth on some of the more really
inspirational or interesting stories would have been a better read.
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